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Boordevol humor, romantiek en spanning!"(The
Hollywood Reporter)
In deze actievolle Western, werkt John Wayne samen
met William Holden en de voortreffelijke Western
regisseur John Ford. Deze verfilming is gebaseerd op
een gebeurtenis uit de Amerikaanse Burgeroorlog, en
omschrijft een van de meest gevaarlijke trektochten uit
de geschiedenis. The Horse Soldiers schetst het
indrukwekkende verhaal van een peloton Unionstrijders
dat zijn weg baande tot diep in het Zuiden, met als
geheime missie een bolwerk van rebellen te vernietigen.
De vriendelijke chirurg (Holden) reist mee met het
peleton en heeft al snel onenigheid met de verbeten
Kolonel Marlowe (Wayne). Ondertussen heeft een knappe dame uit het Zuiden
(Constance Towers), de plannen voor de geheime missie opgevangen en wordt
gedwongen om mee te reizen met de Unionstrijders. Beide mannen hebben zo hun eigen
redenen om door te gaan met de missie.....

Do you want to download or read a book? - The best time to bid your corporate insurance
program is when the market is good for purchasers (defined as a soft market). The next
best time is when the market is difficult for purchasers (defined as a hard market).We are
presently in a soft market for commercial insurance. This may change with the current
upheaval in the financial markets. In my opinion, every insurance program should be bid
at least every three years or more, often depending on market conditions.The three-year
rule applies to most corporate insurance programs with the rare exception where there
really are no good alternatives to existing coverage.One benefit of a soft market is an
opportunity to obtain optimal pricing on a multi-year policy. Depending on how many
potential insurance carriers there are for a specific type of business, you may burn out
some markets by bidding all coverages every year.In addition, for some coverages there
are significant financial commitments that make it impractical to go to bid every year.
For example, if you are operating a large deductible type program where there is a

requirement to post security or collateral, it may be best to consider a multi-year
program.To start with, you need to be able to articulate with great specificity exactly the
type of plan or plans for which you are seeking quotes. To paraphrase the famous
philosopher Yogi Berra, if you do not know what you want, you will probably find it. As
the representative of the insured, you must have a clear game plan designed around the
risk tolerance, size, and finances of your firm. It is critical to have a core set of
specifications against which to compare the bids. To do this you need to be a student of
insurance and understand the industry. If the experience and talent is not available within
your organization, you should hire a professional consultant to design the submission and
oversee the process; and then, get out of their way. In addition, you will need to begin a
comprehensive renewal process at least six months prior to the renewal date.You may
consider input from the selected brokers as to the range of options that exist in the
market; however, the development of the bid specification is, in my opinion, a proprietary
matter. It is important that an employee (Risk Manager), or a professional retained
specifically for the renewal, maintain control of the process from beginning to
end.Alternative bids are acceptable and desirable to the extent they are clearly
advantageous and not simply the flavor of the month. For example, at one point some
years ago, consultants from Arthur Anderson were trying to sell me on the idea of
derivatives for funding of insurance reserves. The concept appeared to me as much too
speculative to be considered as a way to fund reserves.It is important to prepare the best
submission packet possible. Occasionally a corporate representative may have the chance
to meet directly with an underwriter to present the case for your firm to obtain coverage
at favorable rates.The ground rules change for the extent, type, and media for
underwriting submissions. You must review a few examples of what the underwriters
currently think are excellent submissions. The format may vary from insurance company
to insurance company, and you should do extensive preparation for this. The basic
principal I use to bid an insurance program is that I insist that it be a competition. I have
seen the negative effects of a Risk Manager attempting to conduct an insurance bidding
process by sending bid specifications to every agent or broker in the region. This is
counterproductive, because the insurance company underwriters immediately know that
the person overseeing the process is ignorant of the system and inexperienced.I once had
my CFO ask me how I knew I was getting the best price for the insurance for our
corporation. I started thinking about how to explain the system I had developed over
twenty years as a Risk Manager. My explanation was that I always used two competing
brokers for each line of insurance coverage: liability, property, etc. The competition was
based on several basic understandings. First, the participants understood that my
decisions were final and not appealable to a higher authority within the company.
Second, I allocated the markets between the two competing brokers based on what I
determined would deliver the best result for the company. Third, a further understanding
was that one or the other of the participants would get an order for each line of coverage.
Finally, it was understood the entire process was for the sole benefit of producing the
optimal results for the company, meaning no one expected nor received any
favors.Another way of explaining my system is that an insurance underwriter has three
piles of applications on their desk. Pile number one is submissions for coverage presented
by a broker who has no competition. Therefore, all the underwriter has to do is to present
the broker with a quote and they get the order. Pile number two is submissions where

there are just two competing brokers for the account, and the underwriter must present his
best quote to have any possibility of receiving an order. There is, however, a 50% chance
for success. This is where I want my submission to go so I know I will be receiving the
underwriters best price and terms. Pile number three is submissions from brokers where
there are multiple brokers presenting multiple submissions to all potential companies.
Many underwriters will simply decline to provide a quote in response to a submission
that they know is sitting on every other underwriter's desk. This approach is
counterproductive to all parties.SummaryThe best time to bid your corporate insurance
program is when the market is soft. In this environment, you may be able to obtain a
multi-year rate commitment for the best available price, terms, and conditions. In
addition, when the market is soft you may be able to obtain concessions from
underwriters on some of the policy coverage extensions or other terms that would be
extra-cost items in a hard market.Whether the market is good or bad for the purchase of
corporate insurance, insurance should be put out to bid regularly to assure the best price
under any condition.A final thought is to be sure to obtain a commitment for any
premium financing directly with the financing firms prior to awarding bids. In addition,
you will always want to ask for the best payment terms available from each insurance
company. Thus, you can asses the value of any premium financing along with your
analysis of the specific coverages outlined in the various bids. - Read a book or download
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The Horse Soldiers pdf kaufen? - Good health is every individual's birth right. Good
health with vitality which leads to a rejuvenated mind and healthy body is required by
every individual. In today's era, every individual is looking for a fit and healthy body
with synchronized mind for better outputs in life. A rejuvenated mind and the body full of
vitality can conquer the world. An individual who has such great body with joyous mind
has a great sense of style, impeccable confidence. This confidence makes the individual
stand apart from the lethargic crowd. Herba Life helps in making the dream of thousands
individual come true with its unique herbal formula.If one desires in building a good
physique and attain high end fitness goals the individual must follow a strict exercise
regimen and great diet routine. The individual who follows the fitness goals and fitness

regimens leads to success and better lifestyle as well. The Herbalife weight loss products
are made from totally herbal core products which have very high end potent action and
show great results in a very short span of time. Herba Life is a globally known health and
nutrition supplement company which marked its beginning in the year 1980. It has been
trending to top notch heights since the day it has came into evolution and since then there
has been no looking back. They have helped thousands of individuals to make their
dream come true with their awesome supplements which help in boosting and
accentuating the weight loss programs of the individuals. The Herbalife weight loss
products already have established themselves in the market arena over the globe because
of their unique formulation and high end results. Obesity is becoming one of the major
issues of today's era and many individuals are facing this demon. This demon not only
deteriorates the body of the individual but also decreases the self esteem, killing the
confidence and finally accentuates laziness and lethargy. The only thing which is
accentuated by the demon of obesity is, depression and negativity. The Herbalife weight
loss products are many in number. One of the major Herbalife weight loss products is 'Total Control' - Total control is one unique product from Herbalife which helps in
reducing the bloating and thus controlling the weight and increasing the weight loss
because of its potent extracts which are equivalent to the green tea extracts. It also has
ginger and other metabolism boosters, which boost up the metabolism along with
decreasing the fat from the body and helping the individual to achieve the desired weight
and looks.Another awesome range of products which are designed for boosting up the
weight loss by Herbalife are:* Niteworks* Shapeworks quick start plus* The formula 3
cell activator systemThere are no side effects of these products except for some
headaches or diarrhea in the beginning which is due to the new diet regimen and loss of
toxins in the body. -Download quickly, without registration

